
Adaptation WG Steering Committee
Launched in December 2018 at the COP24, the Steering 
committee gathers:
- Agence Française de Développment (AFD) – PEEB 
- Energies 2050
- International Federation of Consulting Engineers (FIDI)
- France – Ministry of Ecological and Fair Transition (MTES)
- Global Alliance Buildings and Construction (GlobalABC) Secretary
- Mexico 
- Morocco
- Sustainable Real Estate Observatory (OID)
- World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD)
- Coalition for Disaster Resilient Infrastructure (CDRI)*

« Adaptation of the Real Estate Industry
To Climate Change Risks »

a Working Group  of the GlobalABC

Adaptation WG Contacts 
France, MTES, Régis Meyer, regis.meyer@developpement-durable.gouv.fr
OID, Oriane Cébile & Loïs Moulas, contact@o-immobilierdurable.fr

www.globalabc.org

Global Alliance 
for buildings and construction
The unique international forum facilitating the transition towards 
zero emission, efficient and resilient buildings, and gathering  
national governments (27) and all organisations of the building, 
construction and real estate value chain (more trhan 70).
It Is working since COP21 to elaborate common langage and 
vision (Global and Regional Roadmaps), facilitate engagment 
and collaboration, and report yearly the progress (Global Status 
Report)
Its secretariat is hosted at UNEP (Paris)

Presentation at COP25, Madrid
Embedding buildings and construction into NDCs event

5 dec 2019,  9:00-10:00
NDC Partnership Pavilion

About us



Context 
The Paris Agreement is the first climate 
agreement that attributes the same level 
of importance to adaptation and 
mitigation of climate change. 
In 2017, losses due to meteorological 
disasters amounted to 200 billion USD 
and 8 000 victims at the global level. 
Losses linked to housing accounted for 
half the total losses. Besides, covering 
current risks faced by the built 
environment (storms, flooding, tsunami, 
earthquakes) would require saving 300 
billion USD yearly. Damages vary 
greatly depending on regions.

Adaptation to climate change implies 
reducing negative impacts from climate 
change through the reduction of 
vulnerability and the increase of 
resilience. Vulnerability derives from 
exposure, sensitivity and adaptative 
capacity. Yet, few adaptation strategies 
developed at the national level include 
a focus on buildings. In the real estate 
industry, some actors including 
investors and asset managers have 
adaptation strategies but knowledge on 
the current state of practices remains 
scattered. 

Objectives 
• Establishing a methodology on adaptation: available resources, semantics, etc.
• Offering a space for discussion between different stakeholders
• Making a case for addressing adaptation of buildings and establishing strategies
• Assessing the current knowledge and practices of the real estate industry on 

adaptation
• Addressing recommendations to the different stakeholders
• Defining a political statement

Target groups 
National Governments ; Local authorities; Investors; Asset managers; Real 
estate developers; Insurance; Architects; Urban planners; Engineering 
companies

Issues 
Many issues have been raised by the 
real estate industry and public 
authorities:
- What are the physical risks for 
buildings? 
- What is the cost of the adaptation of 
buildings to climate change and the 
cost of non-adaptation?

Working Group 
A working group on the adaptation of buildings to climate change has 

therefore been decided at the GlobalABC African Regional Rountable in 

oct2018 in Rabat, and set at COP24 in dec2018 in Katowice under the Global 

Alliance for Buildings and Construction.

The Steering committee coordinates the project. Participation is open to new 
members willing to contribute to the working group.  

Report
• A report will be published for the second semester 2020 
• The report will address the stakes of adaptation for the different stakeholders 

and propose recommendations.
• The report is a collaborative document. Stakeholders can contribute in many 

ways (see the insert)
 

- What is the available data on 
climate risks and the exposure of 
buildings? 
- What are the possible actions to 
improve the adaptation of buildings to 
climate change?

International Conference
• An international conference will be organised in the second semester 2020
• The Kingdom of Moroco will host the conference

Adaptation of the Real Estate Industry
To Climate Change Risks

Call for Contributions
Be a leading partner for a part / sub-part of the report;
Period: March 2019-December 2020
Share its expertise through an interview.
This includes a review of legislation, a review of scientific expertise, an 
assessment of the cost of adaptation, an expertise on local specificities, 
a presentation of existing tools and projects, etc.;  
Period: Flexible – March 2019-March 2020
Identify case studies;
Period: Flexible – March 2019-February 2020
Review parts of the report; 
Period: December 2019-June 2020
Share the report under public consultation; 
Period: June 2020-August 2020
Organize a presentation event. 
Period: Autumn 2020


